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1 GOD's latest message the Law-Giver Manifest

1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians

Violence starts with the unborn. Violent surroundings in-still the propensity
to violence for the rest of the life. The propensity to violence needs a trigger to
turn violent. Triggers: Alcohol, anger, contact-sport, fear, fight-sport,
ignorance, humiliation, lack of empathy, mind altering substance, peerpressure, provocation, violent video, violent video-games,...
An unborn exposed to mum & dad verbally abusing each other. Learn that it
is okay to verbally abuse & will do so later in life. An unborn exposed to mum
being physically hurt by dad. SHE new-born will later in life endure physical
abuse by HE. HE new-born will think it's alright to hurt SHE. An unborn exposed to mum drinking &/or using mind altering substance. This new-born is
very likely to become an addict.
Ensuring unborn & newborn are not exposed to alcohol, mind altering substance, physical &/or verbal abuse. Is the best contribution to preventing
violence. To achieve this Parents need to be educated (before & during
parenting) to avoid addictions & abuse of any kind.
A community living with & not holding 'Violence' accountable. Will 'Kill'! Killing a person is a threat to all Human
kind & an insult to 1GOD!!!

NO Person, Organization, Government has a
right to K I L L !

UNBORN
Unborn human start living at conception. Conception is when
the SHE egg bonds with the HE sperm. Never is a human closer
to being GOD like then at this moment. A miracle of creation.
Violence against the Unborn is violence against humankind & insulting 1GOD
Hurting an Unborn is a crime. Accidental hurt: MS/R3 Willful hurt: MS/R4
Killing an Unborn is a crime. Accidental killing: MS/R5 Willful killing: MS/
R7 Willful killing is an 'Execution' resulting in terminating(abort) pregnancy:
MS/R7 There are 2 types of Abortion: legalized (immoral law) & illegal
(criminal).
Legalized(immoral law) slaughter of unborn. Politician s
create immoral Law. Public-administrators(judges), Medical
personal & private contractors (hired killers) implement
immoral Law. All these 'Killers' are prosecuted: MS/R7
Illegal, corrupt criminal. Medical personal, private contractors, organizations
& individuals slaughter an unborn human. All these are prosecuted: MS/R7
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MUST

DO:

Close down Abortion-Clinics & prosecute owners, operators &

staff, MS/R7 !

ZERO TOLERANCE to ABORTION
CHILD
Newborn to 14 years, a Child. A smack with the open hand by a parent is part
of good parenting. Smacking by non-parent is violence. MS/R2
Beating a child by parents or others is violence, MS/R3. Using an object
(belt, stick, weapon,...) on a child is an assault, MS/R4. Molesting of a child
is a crime MS/R5. Mating with a child is a crime, MS/R7.
Killing a Child is a crime. Accidental killing: MS/R5 Note! Self-defense is
Accidental killing: MS/R5. Willful killing (execution): MS/R7
Child is hurt by unprovoked pet, pet-owner is prosecuted, MS/R3
Child is killed by unprovoked pet. Pet is destroyed owner is prosecuted, MS/R4 Child is hurt by provoked pet, child is reprimanded. No action taken against pet owner. Child is killed by
provoked pet. Pet is destroyed owner is not prosecuted.
Child is hurt by unprovoked domestic animal. Domestic animal
owner is prosecuted, MS/R3 Child is killed by unprovoked domestic animal. Domestic animal is destroyed owner is prosecuted,
MS /R4 Child is hurt by provoked Domestic animal, child is reprimanded. No action taken against Domestic animal owner. Child is killed by
provoked pet. Domestic animal is destroyed owner is not prosecuted.
Unprovoked wild animal hurts or kills child. Animal is destroyed.
Provoked wild animal hurts child. Child is reprimanded. Wild
animal is let go. Pro-voked wild animal kills child. Wild animal is
destroyed.
Child(0-7) years commits violence(assault,vandalism): Child is reprimanded,
parents & educators educate it. Parents pay compensation.
Child (8-14) years commits violence: Hurt's others, MS/R3(self-defence MS
/R2). Hurts using an object (belt, stick, weapon,...)MS/R4(self-defence
MS/R3). Prolonged hurt (torture), MS/R5. Hurt's Pet, Domestic animal,
Wild animal, see above. Hurts Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, using an
object (belt, stick, weapon,...) see above. Pro-longed hurt (torture) of Pet,
Domestic animal, Wild animal, see above.
Kill's others, MS/R7(self-defence MS/R4).. Kill's Pet, Domestic animal, Wild
animal, see above. Violence against objects (vandalism), MS/R4 (parents
pay compensation). Note! Teenage Shire Rehab R1-7 applies.
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Child is allowed to watch violence (contact sports, fight-sports, violent video,
) person that allows child to watch violence is prosecuted, MS/R3. Child
participates in contact-sport, fight-sport & plays violent video &/or other
violent-games. Person that allows child to participate &/or play violence is
prosecuted, MS/R4. Child is given weapons, toy or real. Person giving &/or
showing how to use toy weapon, is prosecuted MS/R5. Person giving &/or
showing how to use real weapon, is prosecuted MS/R7.

Every member of the Community has a civil & moral duty
to protect every child in the community from 'Violence'!

YOUTH
Youth a SHE 15 to 17 years, a HE 15 to 18 years. A smack with the open hand
by a parent is good parenting. Smacking by non-parent is violence. MS/R2
Beating a Youth by parents or others is violence, MS/R3. Using an object
(belt, stick, weapon,...) on a Youth is an assault, MS/R4. Molesting of a
Youth is a crime MS/R4. Mating between Youth is a crime, MS/R3. Adult
mating with a Youth is a crime, MS/R4.
Killing a Youth is a crime. Accidental killing: MS/R5 Note! Self-defense is
Accidental killing: MS/R5. Willful killing (execution): MS/R7
Youth is hurt by unprovoked pet, pet-owner is prosecuted, MS/
R3 Youth is killed by unprovoked pet. Pet is destroyed owner is
prosecuted, MS/R4. Youth is hurt by provoked pet, Youth is
educated via MS/R1. No action taken against pet owner. Youth is
killed by provoked pet. Pet is destroyed owner is not prosecuted.
Youth is hurt by unprovoked domestic animal. Domestic animal
owner is prosecuted, MS/R3. Youth is killed by unprovoked domestic animal. Domestic animal is destroyed owner is prosecuted,
MS/R4. Youth is hurt by provoked Domestic animal, Youth is
educated via MS/R1. No action taken against Domestic animal & owner.
Youth is killed by provoked Domestic animal. Domestic animal is destroyed
owner is not prosecuted.
Unprovoked wild animal hurts or kills Youth. Animal is destroyed. Provoked wild animal hurts Youth. Youth is reprimanded.
Wild animal is let go. Provoked wild animal kills Youth. Wild
animal is destroyed.
Youth commits violence: Hurt's others, MS/R3(self-defence MS /R2). Hurts
using an object (belt, stick, weapon,...)MS/R4(self-defence MS /R3). Prolonged hurt (torture), MS/R5. Hurt's Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal,
MS/R3. Hurts Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, using an object (belt,
stick, weapon,...) MS/R4. Prolonged hurt (torture) of Pet, Domestic animal,
Wild animal, MS/R5. Note! Juvenile Shire Rehab R1-7 applies.
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Kill's others, MS/R7(self-defence MS /R4). Kill's Pet, Domestic animal, Wild
animal, MS/R6. Violence against objects (vandalism), MS/R4 (parents
pay ½ compensation, youth owes other ½)
Youth is allowed to watch violence (contact sports, fight-sports, violent video
, ). Person that allows youth to watch violence is prosecuted, MS/R4. Youth
participates in contact-sport, fight-sport & plays violent video &/or other
violent-games. Person that allows Youth to participate &/or play violence is
prosecuted, MS/R5. Youth is given weapons, toy or real. Person giving &/or
showing how to use toy weapon, is prosecuted MS/R6. Person giving &/or
showing how to use real weapon, is prosecuted MS/R7.

Adult
Adult a SHE 18 to 63 years, a HE 19 to 63 years. Hurting an Adult is violence,
MS/R3. Using an object (belt, stick, weapon,...) is an assault, MS/R4.
Molesting of an Adult is a crime MS/R3. Mating without consent is a crime
(Rape), MS/R4. Adult mating, breaching 'Holy matrimony contract' is a
crime (Adultery), MS/R6. Note! Adults mating without a 'Holy matrimony
contract' or 'Companion Contract', are to be treated like the 'Trash' they are.
Killing an Adult is a crime. Accidental killing: MS/R5. Self-defense, Health
& Safety are Accidental killing: MS/R5. Willful killing (execution): MS/R7
Adult is hurt by unprovoked pet, pet-owner is prosecuted, MS/
R3 Adult is killed by unprovoked pet. Pet is destroyed owner is
pro- secuted, MS/R4. Adult is hurt by provoked pet, Adult is edu
-cated via MS/R1. No action taken against pet owner. Adult is
killed by provoked pet. Pet is destroyed owner is not prosecuted.
Adult is hurt by unprovoked domestic animal. Domestic animal
owner is prosecuted, MS/R3. Adult is killed by unprovoked dom
-estic animal. Domestic animal is destroyed owner is prosecuted,
MS/R4. Adult is hurt by provoked Domestic animal, Adult is
educated via MS/R1. No action taken against Domestic animal & owner.
Adult is killed by provoked Domestic animal. Domestic animal is destroyed
owner is not prosecuted.
Unprovoked wild animal hurts or kills Adult. Animal is destroyed.
Provoked wild animal hurts Adult. Adult is educated via MS/R1.
Wild animal is let go. Provoked wild animal kills Adult. Wild
animal is destroyed.
Adult commits violence: Hurt's others, MS/R4. Hurts using an object (belt,
stick, weapon,...)MS/R5. Prolonged hurt (torture), MS/R6.
Hurt's Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, MS/R3. Hurts Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, using an object (belt, stick, weapon ,...) MS/R4.
Prolonged hurt (torture) of Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, MS/R5.
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Kill's others, MS/R7. Kill's Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, MS/R6.
Violence against objects (vandalism), MS/R4 (pays compensation
) Note! Adult Shire/Provincial Rehab R1-7 applies.
Adult is not to watch &/or play violence (contact sports, fight-sports, violent
games, violent video, ). Shire closes all facilities that show or allow to
participate in violence. Advertisers, promoters, sponsors of violent sport,
entertainment, games,...are closed & prosecuted, MS/R7.
Private ownership of weapons ends. Privately owned weapons (real, replica,
toy) are confiscated without compensation & destroyed. Illegal ownership of
weapons is a threat to the community, a crime, MS/R7.

Senior
Senior a SHE 63 years +, a HE 63 years +. Adult rules apply to Senior victims
& perpetrators.

Gangs
2 or more individuals (child, youth, adult, senior) getting together to commit
violence are a gang. Gang violence is cowardly, a threat to the community.
Gang members are guilty by association (participating, watching, not there).
Hurt (with or without weapon) a victim (child, youth, adult, senior, pet,
domestic animal, wild animal) is a crime, MS/R6. Killing (with or without
weapon) a victim (child, youth, adult, senior, pet, domestic animal, wild
animal) is a crime, MS/R7

Bullying
Aggressively abusing, intimidating, dominating others is bullying. Successful
bullying becomes a repedative addiction. Bullying starts with intimitation &
can evolve into assault.
Bully's usually surround themselves with hapless cowardly individi duals.
They become a gang. Bully & gang become guilty by association.
Indimidation, MS/R1. Threats, MS/R2. Hurt or killing, individual child/
Juvenile/Adult/Senior or Gang rules apply.

Transport
Bully's operating transport(air, land, sea). Transport with Bullbar is a weapon, weapon rules apply. Burnout, cutting off, tailgating, wheelies, extra
loud, MS/R1+ vehicle & license are impounded for 1 month. Speeding,
racing, MS/R2+ vehicle & license are impounded for 2 months. Sandwiched
(vehicles traveling on each side, hindering victim from changing lanes or
turning), Hostaged (sandwiched + vehicles in front & back), Forced of road,
MS/R3+ vehicle & license are confiscated. Hurt or killing, child/Juvenile/
Adult/Senior or Gang rules apply.
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Behaviour/Mind altering substances
Alcohol related violence, MS is doubled. Behaviour/Mind altering herbs
&/or substances/drugs related violence, MS is trebled.

Contact - Sports
Contact-Sports encourage bullying (intimidate), injuries (crippling, death),
thuggishness & Crime (assault, killing). Professional Contact-Sports also
encourage cheating (betting), commercialism(overpriced copyrighted products), body & mind-altering substance abuse. Contact-Sports are divided
between team & individual events. Note! No weapons are used.

Contact-Sports is entertainment, competitive, elitist there is only 1 winner.
Competitive, elitist creates Apartheid. A winner is showered with acolytes,
glory, prizes, money, is idolized (false), worshiped (reserved for only 1GOD ).
Looser(s) is booed, insulted, sworn at, spat at, pelted with garbage, friendless
& shunned . Professional Contact-Sports because of their commercialism
(betting, media, owners, sponsors) are corrupt & criminal.
Contact-Sports need purpose build infrastructure & facilities,
wasting community resources & creating community (longterm) debt. These Facilities are Energy wasters & Polluters.
These Facilities are under used & high in maintenance costs.
They create garbage(lots), traffic chaos & waste Police time.
Team Contact-Sports:
Football: American (Gridiron), Australian (Aussie-rules), Gaelic, Rugby
League, Rugby Union,
Hockey: Ball, Field, Ice, Inline, Roller, Street, ~ Lacrosse
Handball ~ Water polo ~
Individual Contact-Sports:
Boxing: Boxing, Bare knuckle, Kick, Musti-yuddha, Street-fighting, ...
Martial Arts: Ju-Jitsu, Kung Fu, Muay Tha, Taekwondo, ...
Wrestling: Wrestling, Sumo, ...
Contact-Sports use physical impact force deliberate or incidental.
This results in pain, injuries, sometimes crippling or death. Being
planned makes them a crime, 'Planned Assault' MS/R4 & if the
injured dies, 'Planned-Killing' MS/R7. Team-members are guilty
by association.
Bad-Media, Bad-Schools & Bad-Parents put up Contact-Sport participants
(Bully's, Thug's who brutalize each other) as roll-models to children & juveniles. As a result children & juveniles think it is alright to bully, hurt or injure
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others. The use & acceptability of 'VIOLENCE' starts with Contact-Sports.
Non-violence means, 'NO Contact-Sports'.
Contact-Sports are used by Profiteering Media & Sponsors to advertise &
market for addictions: Alcohol, Gambling, Shopping, Smoking, Fast-Food,
Gadgets... Gambling, drug abuse & selfish elitist Athletes lead to cheating &
corruption. Advertising & marketing lead to exploitation of gullible.
Fans/Spectators that enjoy watching bullying, thuggery, brutalization, pain,
injury, death,... Are Sick!!! They will also enjoy you & your family suffer, keep
clear of them. Given the right condition these Fans will become violent, they
believe violence against others is acceptable.

Government that allows Contact-Sport is held accountable is replaced. Government that put the community into debt to facilitate Contact-Sport are
held liable with their entitlements & private assets to repay this debt!
Betting, Media & Sponsors are Shunned. Being guilty of crimes (Assault,
Killing,...) by promoting & benefiting from crime, are prosecuted!
Private Ownership of Contact-Sports is canceled all entitlements & assets
are confiscated without compensation!
Educators are to explain to their scholars that Contact-Sport combatants are
not role-models & are Shunned. Educators who allow or encourage scholars
to participate at Contact-Sport are removed from Education. They are also
liable for any injuries Scholars receive.
Parents are to explain to their children that Contact-Sport combatants are
not role-models & are Shunned. Parents who allow or encourage their
children to participate at Contact-Sport are irresponsible. Parents are to be
re-educated. Parents re-offend, loose the children.

Z E R O T O L E R A N C E to C O N T A C T - S P O R T

Fight - Sports
Fight (Combat)-Sport Entertainment is a competitive contactsport. 2 or more combatants fight each other in simulated or
real combat. Combatants may be armed. Combat has the purpose of injuring, mutilating &/or killing a human as entertainment for demented fans. Simulated or real combat entertainment is presented by sick people & watched by sick people.
Any person enjoying people hurt or killed needs psychiatric help.
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Fight-techniques:
Archery, Bare knuckle boxing, Battlefield-Sports, Boxing, Fencing, Jiu-Jitsu,
Karate, Kendo, Kenpo, Kickboxing, Kung Fu, Iron-fist, Martial Arts, Mixed
& Traditional Martial Arts, Muay Thai, Shootfighting, Shooting, StickFighting, Sword-fighting, Taekwondo,...

Fight-weapons:
Ax, Bow, Brass-knuckles, Crossbow, Curved-sword, Dagger, Epee, Foil,
Mace, Nunchakus, Pistol, Rifle, Sabre, Short-sword, Shotgun, Stick, Straight
- sword, Tekko, Tiger-claw,...

Battlefield Sports is the combat entertainment business inspired by video
game franchises. It's aim is to kill. This entertainment is virtual but not real.
To want to kill another person is immoral. Shun this entertainment.
Fight (combat)- Sports are SHUNNED & closed.
All Fight-Sport Training & Event venues are recycled (Cluster homes, SmeC,
Market-Gardens, ...)
Fight-Sport combatants are SHUNNED & their records deleted.
Parents are to explain to their children that Fight-Sport combatants are not
role-models & are SHUNNED.
Educators are to explain to their scholars that Fight-Sport combatants are
not role-models & are SHUNNED.
Government that supports Fight (Combat)-Sport Entertainment is replaced
& prosecuted MS/R7
Fight (Combat)-Sport Entertainment Advertisers' Promoters & Sponsors are
to be SHUNNED & prosecuted, MS/R7!!!

Digital entertainment
Digital violence is a threat to impressionable, feeble minds. Brainwashing
these minds to accept violence numbing their conscience. Digital violence is
not acceptable because it encourages actual violence.
Digital violence part of Digital Entertainment (games, movies, storage, TV,
video, ) production ends. Existing copy s are deleted, destroyed, shredded,..
Digital violence producers, writers, directors, animators, actors, marketeers,
retailers are prosecuted, MS/R7. TV stations, Internet sites that show
Violent entertainment loose their license & are closed down.

ZERO TOLERANCE to DIGITAL VIOLENCE
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Weapons
Only External (Military) & Internal (Law-Enforcement) Government Security are allowed to have or use weapons. Giving &/or selling weapons to nonGovernment including private security, civilians, gun-clubs, hunters, pistolclubs, rifle associations,.. is a threat to the community, a crime, MS/R7.
Some people have weapons because they plan to use them. Other people have
weapons to intimidate but do not plan to use them to harm & kill. Both end
up using their weapon should a situation arise, fear, anger, provocation,.. In
situations like this they could not use weapons if non were available.
Any object used to hurt or kill humans, animals, wildlife,...
is a weapon. Weapons are classified into those that
release a projectile (arrow, bullet, dart, pellets,...) & those
(ax, club, knife,...) that don't.
A great threat to the community are Knife-fetishists & Gun-freaks. They are
to be disarmed & caged, MS/R7.
Knife-fetishists cannot leave home without something sharp & pointy. Their
reasons for carrying a weapon: control, fear, peer-pressure, power, protection, self-defense, to gain respect. A Knife-fetishist is much more likely to get
stabbed when armed. Knife-fetishists are a community-threat, MS/R7.
Gun-freaks cannot live without knowing that they have a gun. Their reasons
for carrying a weapon: control, fear, peer-pressure, power, protection, selfdefense, to gain respect. A Gun-freak is much more likely to get shot when
armed. Gun-freaks are the greatest community-threat, MS/R7.
Gun-clubs, hunting-lodges, pistol-clubs, rifle-associations,... are shut-down.
Their ammunition, weapons, are destroyed, shooting-ranges are demolished.
Administrators, employees, members, are prosecuted, MS/R7.
Government that allows gun-freaks their clubs & associations is replaced & all
members of that Government are replaced & prosecuted,
MS/R7. Constitutions that allow gun-freaks are rewritten.

Z E R O T O L E R A N C E to Gun-freaks
Law Enforcement (Police, Cops)
Law Enforcement (LE) is Independent, Investigate, Guide, Protect & Enforce.
The community expect Law Enforcement without hesitation to put their
health & life at risk. Law-Enforcement expect community support & respect.
Hurting an LE employee is violence, MS/R5. Using an object (belt, stick,
weapon,...) is an assault, MS/R6. Accidental killing: MS/R5. Note!
Self-defense, Health & Safety are Accidental killing: MS/R5.
Willful killing (assassination, execution) : MS/R7
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LE employee is hurt by unprovoked pet, pet-owner is prosecuted,
MS/R3 LE employee is killed by unprovoked pet. Pet is destroyed owner is prosecuted, MS/R4. LE employee is hurt by provoked pet, LE employee is educated & put at the end of seniority. No
action taken against pet owner. LE employee is killed by provoked pet. Pet is
destroyed owner is not prosecuted.
LE employee is hurt by unprovoked domestic animal. Domestic
animal owner is prosecuted, MS/R3. LE employee is killed by unprovoked domestic animal. Domestic animal is destroyed owner is
prosecuted, MS/R4. LE employee is hurt by provoked Domestic
animal, LE employee is educated & put at the end of seniority. No action
taken against Domestic animal & owner. LE employee is killed by provoked
Domestic animal. Domestic animal is destroyed owner is not prosecuted.
Unprovoked wild animal hurts or kills LE employee. Animal is
destroyed. Provoked wild animal hurts LE employee. Employee
is educated & put at the end of seniority. Wild animal is let go.
Provoked wild animal kills LE employee. Animal is destroyed.
LE employee commits violence: Hurt's others is dishonorable discharged, MS
/R5. Hurts using an object (belt, stick, weapon) is dishonorable discharged,
MS/R6. Prolonged hurt (torture) is dishonorable discharged, MS/R7.
Hurt's Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, is dishonorable discharged, MS/
R3. Hurts Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, using an object (belt, stick,
weapon ,...) is dishonorable discharged, MS/R4. Prolonged hurt (torture) of
Pet, Domestic animal, Wild animal, MS/R5.
Kill's others, is dishonorable discharged, & prosecuted, MS/R7. Killer Cops
fail to protect community. Their excuse of fearfulness, there is no place for
cowards, killers in Law Enforcement. Others who protect them, MS/R7.

Z E R O T O L E R A N C E to K I L L E R C O P S

Kill's Pet, Domestic animal, (without owners permission) Wild
animal (is not a Ranger), is dishonorable discharged, MS/R6.
Violence against objects (vandalism), dishonorable discharged, MS/R4
(pays compensation) Note! Adult Shire/Provincial Rehab R1-7 applies.

V I C T I M S of C R I M E Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Asks to ease the anguish & pain of Victims of Crime
Help Victims of Crime get Justice & compensation
I promise to help punish crime unending
Ask that Evil is punished in Life & Afterlife
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind

Memorial-day 2.4.7.
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Military
Military is to protect community from external threat. Military is not the
aggressor but 'Defender'. Military is to take prisoners. Killing is to be avoided at all costs. Knockout weapons are used. Military that move against their
own population are Terrorists. MS/R7
Using Weapons of mass killing, using Weapons of mass destruction, using
Weapons of mass Environmental damage are all War-Crimes! All above
weapons production ends. Stockpiles & production facilities are destroyed &
recycled for peaceful purposes. Scientists who develop these weapons are
prosecuted, MS/R7. A Government that stockpiles &/or uses or threatens to
use these weapons is replaced & prosecuted, MS/R7. Any individual or
organization profiting from these weapons is prosecuted, MS/R7.

Officers & NCO s (Non Commission Officer) are leaders that show moral, civil
& professional leadership. Soldiers follow orders. Officers & NCO's that
follow blindly orders are unfit to be leaders & are demoted to soldier.
Officers & NCO s that follow orders & use Weapons of mass killing, mass
destruction, mass Environmental damage; execute people, prisoners; torture
people, prisoners; are criminals, who are dishonorable discharged, MS/R7.
Officers & NCO's that take military action against their own population are
Terrorists, who are dishonorable discharged, MS/R7. Officers & NC-O's that
collaborate with an Invader/Occupier are Traitors, MS/R7.

V I C T I M S of W A R Prayer

Memorial-day 3.4.7.

Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian-guardian (1st name)
Promises to help & get Community help for V-W
Asks to ease the grief & pain of Victims of War
I promise to help prosecute War-criminals
Ask that Invasions are abolished
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used on Victims of War Day(C-G Kalender) !

Violence is the threat.
Stop, 'Violence', start at home!
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Mandatory Sentencing Justice is mandatory Sentencing
accumulative, non-consecutive.

Rehabilitation Rehab involves education, asset seizures &
caging.

MS (Mandatory Sentencing) brings consistency of Sentencing & the appearance
of equality. Prevents corrupt & incompetent Officer of the Court interfering with
Sentencing. MS does not allow corrupt, unjust 'Discount Sen-tencing'.

You do the CRIME >>> You do the TIME
Serial Criminal should not be rewarded. Multi-Guilty finds Criminal should not
be rewarded by consecutive serving of Sentences.
Accumulative Sentencing is needed for repeat 'Offenders'. Repeat Offenders
have not learned from their previous Rehabilitation & therefore need to re-do
the Rehabilitation. Past & Present Sentencing are combined, given a total
Rehabilitation time.
Death-Penalty (Execution) as Punishment is Anti-1GOD, unacceptable. Any
Government that Executes is Criminal & is removed,prosecuted. MS/R7
Comparison Sentencing for 'Criminal (A)'
Guilty finds
Corrupt

JUSTICE

1st offense: 7+7+7 years
Paroled after 3 years

21 years
served 21 years

7 years (Consecutive)
served 3 years

7 years (Consecutive)
Re-offends: 7+7 years
Past offense: 7+7+7 years 0 years (past ignored)
served 3 years
Paroled after 3 years

14 years
21years
served 35 years

Total for all offenses

35 years "Justice"

6 years mocking Justice

Rehabilitation(Rehab) involves education, asset seizures & caging. Rehab
punishes the Guilty & protects the Community! It helps Guilty.
The Guilty is explained his wrong-doing, taught to apologize, how to make
amends & become a useful member of the Community. No more disgracing the
family, rehabilitate & help other misguided Souls to do the same!
Rehabilitation has 7 grades R 1-7. Their are 2 types of Rehabilitation, Shire &
Provincial. Which of the 2 apply depends on age & MS-R grade. There are 3 age
groups, Teenage (8-14), Juvenile (14-17 SHE/14-18 HE) & Adult (SHE 17+, HE
18+) Children under 8 years are not prosecuted. Parents & educators deal with
them. *Pleading Guilty (confession+all details of wrongs)

We make You these offers:

Become a 'Supporter' & start a Gathering.
Or
Become a 'Volunteer' & proclaim our message.
Or
Make a donation.
Universe Custodian Guardians
PO Box 662 Endeavour Hills 3802 Vic Australia
Funds are used to proclaim our 'Vision' implement
our 'Mission'.
Or
Wait, for Violence, Pollution, Evil, to hurt & annihilate You & people that are
close.
Note! Before making a decision check out,
www.universecustodianguardians.org
These offers don't appeal. Please pass on to friend or foe. We endeavor to have
every person on our beautiful 'Planet Earth' receive these offers.
1GOD both HE & SHE, the original Eternal Soul,
Creator of the Physical & Spiritual Universe's.
1FAITH gives us moral integrity & strength,
living in harmony with 1GOD's creations.
1Church with its Gatherings administers
1FAITH in all 7 Tribes.
Universe Custodian Guardians administer
1Church, C-G New-Age time-management &
proclaim 1GOD's latest message, The Law-Giver
Manifest.

Humankind's Destiny, live in Harmony with 1GOD's Creations. To explore
& colonize Space. Becoming Custodian of the physical Universe!

For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians community-service initiative.

